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Full of glamour and splendor, Villa Bastide is marked by its high glamour and splendor, custom-made
cabinetry and high-end finishing. The luxurious elements combine to add up to the height of French chic.
The spare, angular geometry and lighthearted dashes of color - cherry-red cushions on the white
couches and credenzas up against the simple white walls - create a sense of play along with the island
sophistication. This luxury rental property is also distinctive for its spectacular views over St. Jean Bay
and, during the daytime, the small planes gliding in to make their signature, dramatic St. Barth landing
and takeoff.

The three bedrooms and large living area spool out across one elegant, flowing level, making Villa
Bastide accessible and convenient. The large living area, with its wraparound couches, slides into an
open dining area with a table that comfortably seats six and a tricked-out open kitchen beyond. Virtually
the whole expanse has glass-door walls that can be pulled open to let in the tradewinds and let you
and your guests move effortlessly between indoors and the spacious deck.

This deck consists of two discreet areas, a covered space with another couch-strewn living area, with a
grill, breakfast table and bar with stools and a refrigerator and wine cooler, and a sunny space that is
home to the headed pool and sun beds and edged with glass so as not to disrupt the views over the
shimmering sea. When the window panels are closed, the entire indoor space is air-conditioned.

There is not a bad room in the house. All three of the bedrooms have sea views, elegant platform beds,
ensuite bathrooms, and an abundance of light and space. The master bedroom lies to one side of the
communal living space and includes a small office area and an outdoor shower. It can be connected to a
slightly smaller bedroom.

A third bedroom lies on the other side of the main space, and it also has an outdoor shower. Each of
them has one wall that is made entirely of glass, and a door that allows for direct access onto the pool
terrace. The combination of size, access and views makes Villa Bastide well suited to families with adult
children or groups of friends traveling together, or perhaps quietly, privately celebrating a special
occasion.

A fitness room one level below allows you to balance the indulgences while keeping noise to a
minimum, so as not to disturb your friends or family.

Exclusive Top Villas Perks

Complimentary extras included when you book direct with us:

Meet and greet at the airport
Free return airport transfers for 6 persons, (Min. spend of $5,000 to qualify.)
Free return airport transfers for 12 persons, (Min. spend of $10,000 to qualify.)
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